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A2iA Announces Partnership with CFS Inc. to Roll-Out Next-Generation Mobile
Remote Deposit Capture Application for U.S.-Based Financial Institutions
A2iA Mobility allows for DepositWizard Mobile to perform all image analysis and data extraction on
the local device, creating a simpler, more convenient user experience at a lower cost to the bank or
credit union.
New York, July 30, 2013 – A2iA (@A2iA), a leader in the worldwide data capture, document
processing, and payment systems markets, announced today that A2iA Mobility™, its patentpending software toolkit that features offline image cleanup, analysis and data extraction, is being
deployed to U.S.-based financial institutions as a component of DepositWizard Mobile, CFS Inc.’s
mobile remote deposit capture (mRDC) application. Residing client-side on the phone or tablet,
A2iA Mobility’s unique differentiator of being able to fully process a check without a server
connection creates an intelligent handset and allows for DepositWizard Mobile to offer a turnkey,
Check21 compliant solution that is quick and easy to use, scalable, and reduces operating costs for
the banks and credit unions.
“After testing other mRDC software, we selected A2iA Mobility because of its strong capabilities
that clearly help to differentiate the application in which it is embedded, as well as its ease of
integration,” said Mike Conlan, President & CEO of CFS. Inc. “CFS has always dedicated itself to
developing end-to-end software solutions that allow community banks and credit unions to compete
with top tier banks, and DepositWizard Mobile with A2iA Mobility is no exception. We are seeing
tremendous interest from the market and are excited to start rolling-out the solution for both
Android and iOS devices.”
DepositWizard Mobile’s fast and accurate capabilities allow for users to make deposits anywhere,
anytime, with less network bandwidth, while remaining compliant with the Federal Reserve’s
approved image standards. Its state-of-the-art encryption, automatic verification of a check’s
image-quality and image-usability, and recognition of data from both the front and back of the
check directly on the device, brings a unique mRDC application to market. DepositWizard Mobile
can also interface with financial institutions’ risk management solutions and internal business rules,
allowing for banks and credit unions to employ custom rules and unique parameters based on
specific customer profiles, reducing the risk for fraud and gaining more control over the
applications’ usage.
Availability
DepositWizard Mobile with A2iA Mobility is available to banks and credit unions through CFS, Inc.
For more information, contact CFS, Inc. at +1 850-386-2902 or www.CFSsolutions.com.
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About A2iA Mobility™
A2iA Mobility™ is a patent-pending software development kit (SDK) available in multiple country
and language versions for integration into mobile data capture and recognition applications. A
robust software with the ability to perform all image cleanup, analysis and recognition on the native
device, A2iA Mobility is customizable within the mobile application and easily interfaceable with
existing banking software, such as internal risk management solutions. Users receive immediate
confirmation that all identified data-points have been accurately captured prior to sending to the
financial institution or back office. This reduces manual re-keying and the number of times the data
and image are transferred between parties, changing the way mobile data recognition takes place
with a more seamless user experience.
About Conlan Financial Solutions
CFS, Inc. is a software company that specializes in delivering full service check imaging solutions
to financial institutions. The company has been a chosen and trusted partner to financial institutions
for many years offering clients over 100 years of combined experience in the industry. Located in
Tallahassee, Florida, CFS currently has financial institutions in 18 states that rely on the software
and excellent support from the company. CFS, Inc. provides solutions for financial institutions to
include development of products, enhancements, ongoing maintenance and support from a single
company with a proven track record of success. A large part of the company's ongoing success is
due to partnering with major financial software and hardware solution providers which allows for
smooth integration. CFS, Inc. software and services can greatly improve the effectiveness of your
financial institution, while lowering your operating costs.
For more information, visit
www.CFSsolutions.com or call +1 850-386-2902.
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